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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS

THE LADY AND THE UNICORN

RIGHTS SOLD: ENGLISH (WORLD)

"The mysterious tapestries of The 
Lady and the Unicorn find a new in-
terpretation in this marvelous fable." 
Biblioteca

MAGIC SOUP 

RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN, KOREAN, 
SIMPLIFIED CHINESE, COMPLEX 
CHINESE

Once upon a time, four kittens were 
on their way to bring soup to their 
Grandma… The lovely and full of 
details universe of Katerina Gorelik.

THE NEIGHBOURS’ TRIP

RIGHTS SOLD: SPANISH (WORLD), 
CATALAN, SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

The wonderful neighbours are back 
for a great trip around the world! 

More than 50,000 copies sold 
across the series in 10 languages.

MURDO, THE BOOK  
OF IMPOSSIBLE DREAMS

RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN, SIMPLIFIED 
CHINESE

Premio Andersen 2021 (Italy)

"A poetical book like a treasure box, to 
keep close to your bed like a dreams' 
reserve, to explore, push the limits, 
and dream of the impossible."  
Oh Bah Magazine

HIDDEN ANIMALS 

RIGHTS SOLD: GERMAN, ENGLISH 
(WORLD)

A wonderful and original pop-up 
book to discover five wild animals  
in their environments.

LIONS DON’T EAT DOG FOOD

RIGHTS SOLD : AFRIKAANS,  
SPANISH (WORLD), CATALAN,  
SIMPLIFIED CHINESE, GREEK, 
KOREAN, ITALIAN

No dog and no cat! Dad and Mum 
said. As Clemence is an obedient  
little girl, she has brought a lion 
home...

"A truly delightful picture book."   
Le Figaro

POP 
-UP

 P
REMIO ANDERSEN

2 0 2 1  

bollino convertito in tracciato

bollino aperto



SELLING POINTS:

•  A board book with candy colours  
to learn how to name the world  
and to put it back in order.

•  Babies will love this book that loves  
asking questions just like them.

WHAT DOES  
A CHICKEN LIKE?
MATHIS
JANUARY 2022 
150 X 150 MM – 30 PAGES – BOARD BOOK WITH ROUND CORNERS – 
€10.50

A playful and colorful board book to learn how to name things  
and understand where they belong!

The little ones love recognizing, naming and questioning the world 
around them. In this book, Mathis proposes an object perfect for toddlers.  
A chicken walks through the pages, looking for something to do: but by the 
way, what does a chicken like? Gather pollen? Dig holes? Going out in the rain?

By answering simple questions, guided by the voice of the adult and by 
Mathis’s clear, fresh and funny drawings, the little ones will put everyone 
back where they belong. This book is made for them to participate and  
enjoy! 

EARLY YEARS: 0+

5

IN THE SAME SERIES:

Elle aime quoi,  
la poule ?  
Pêcher ?

Ah non,  
c’est l’ours  
qui aime  
pêcher !
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JOSEPHINE
CHLOÉ ALMÉRAS
JANUARY 2022 
150 X 150 MM – 24 PAGES – BOARD BOOK WITH ROUND CORNERS 
€10.50

While following this cute giraffe journey toddlers will learn about 
simple things like colors, numbers, opposites and that things are not 
always what they appear to be. 

With eyes wide open, muzzle in the air, Josephine is out and about.   
She goes up, then down, above and under: there is so many things tiny   
or big that she wants to admire.  

This cute yellow giraffe, just like toddlers, is fascinated by everything   
that surrounds her, and she can’t stop wondering about colors, shapes   
and differences. 

This board book will introduce toddlers to simple notions while keeping them 
very entertained.SELLING POINTS:

•   A board book with round corners that   
 can easily be grabbed by small hands. 

•   A playful way to learn about simple things. 

•   An adorable animal that will become   
a guide for toddlers.

EARLY YEARS: 0+

BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR:

c’est s’émerveiller.Ce que préfère Joséphine, 

JOSEPHINE - INTE   23-24JOSEPHINE - INTE   23-24 27/05/2021   10:1327/05/2021   10:13



Elle plonge en violet sur le fond de galets.  
Oh ! J’ai les pieds mouillés !
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THE WORLD AROUND ME 
THE FIRE/THE SKY/ THE EARTH/THE WATER
CÉCILE ROUMIGUIÈRE, ILL. BY MARION DUVAL
MARCH – SEPTEMBER 2021
170 X 170 MM – 14 PAGES – BOARD BOOK – €9.90

When the child awakens, he discovers a whole new world around him: 
the fire, sky, earth, water... An adventure in four books to learn about 
the four elements.

"Sometimes, I can see fire shining." These are the first words of this series 
which accompanies the little ones in their discovery of the world and its 
four elements: the fire, sky, earth and water. Starting from the known and 
comforting universe of the little ones, it encourages them to discover the 
vastness of the world and its beauties – a fascinating, sometimes frightening 
world to explore because that's what it's all about: progressively leaving the 
bosom of their parents and their home and to go on an adventure!SELLING POINTS:

•  Board books to softly accompany littles  
ones in their discovery of the world.

•  The first contribution in our catalogue  
of Marion Duval,  a very talented illustrator, 
who publishes here her first book for babies, 
just like Cécile Roumiguière.

•  A series of four books about the four 
elements (the fire, sky, earth and water).

SERIES

EARLY YEARS: 0+

La terre est orange de vignes à vendanger. Entre les feuilles d’or, il faut attraper les lourdes  
grappes bleues, les couper… pour les manger !

Entre les feuilles d’or, il faut attraper les lourdes 
grappes bleues, les couper… pour les manger !



EARLY YEARS/ AGES: 6M+
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GOOD FOR TODDLERS
THIERRY DEDIEU
2015 – 2021
280 X 380 MM – BOARD BOOKS – 12 PAGES – €14.50
20 TITLES

RIGHTS SOLD: SIMPLIFIED CHINESE (4 TITLES)

Babies see contrasts, like books as tall as them, like the music of words, 
and need to listen to a variety of texts to develop their minds. So here 
is a series created just for their needs! 

Multi-talented and awarded author and illustrator Thierry Dedieu has long 
worked to create the ideal series for toddlers, starting with three main remarks 
by specialists of this age group: toddlers don’t see colours, they see contrasts, 
so they see black and white better. Toddlers like large books. Toddlers like 
the music of words, no matter what they refer to, reading to them will help 
develop their minds. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  More than 70,000 copies sold accross  
the series in France!

•  An innovative series, supported by a 
thorough study to determine what toddlers 
are attracted to and what is good for their 
development.

•  A series that aims at becoming a reference 
for all children’s specialists.

IN THE SAME SERIES:

14,50 €
© Éditions du Seuil, 2022

57, rue Gaston-Tessier  
75019 Paris

ISBN : 979-10-235-1691-3
Dépôt légal : février 2022

Tirage n° 1

Loi 49-956 du 16 juillet 1949 
sur les publications destinées 

à la jeunesse
Tous droits  

de reproduction réservés
Imprimé en Chine  

en septembre 2021
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 !
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Bon

versaire !

Dans la même collection  
au Seuil Jeunesse :

Thierry Dedieu s’est emparé de ces constatations faites par 

les spécialistes de la petite enfance pour créer la bibliothèque 

idéale des bébés.

Bon nombre d'idées reçues risquent de tomber.

Bébé ne distingue pas les couleurs, seulement les forts 

contrastes. Il voit mieux le monde en noir et blanc.

Bébé aime les livres grands comme lui. Bébé est sensible

à la musique des mots. Comptine, poésie ou encore grande 

littérature, il a besoin d’entendre des textes variés et d’être mis 

en contact avec le langage du récit pour s’épanouir.

Des livres testés* 
et plébiscités par les bébés

*Tests réalisés sur une durée de 8 mois avec le soutien
de la bibliothèque départementale du Gers dans 6 classes

de maternelle, 6 relais d’assistance maternelle, 
5 médiathèques et 2 crèches.

Pour en savoir plus : www.seuiljeunesse.com

Pour chanter en chœur 
"bon anniversaire"

Bon anniversaire, nos 
vœux les plus sincères

SERIES



SELLING POINTS:

•  Antonin Louchard, a reference in the 
illustration world. 

•  His picture books at Seuil Jeunesse are big 
hits! Je suis un lion (2015, Libr'à Nous award 
2016), 42,000 copies sold, Supercagoule, 
(2016) 25,000 copies sold, Le Pire Livre pour 
apprendre le pot (2016), 19,000 copies sold.
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TWEET TWEET,  
THE LITTLE DOG
ANTONIN LOUCHARD 
AUGUST  2021 
180 X 180 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €8.90

Dogs say “woof woof” and that’s how it is. But the dog from this book 
says “tweet tweet”!

In a suburb city lives a small dog. His job is to watch the house and bark. 
The problem is that this little dog does not bark. No, instead of saying “woof 
woof”, he says “tweet tweet”. Which is kind of embarrassing for a watchdog. 
His owners decide to bring him to a specialist. Will they manage to heal the 
poor dog? 

PICTURE BOOKS: 3+

IN THE SAME SERIES:

... et les animaux lui répondirent poliment.



Il est temps de se jeter à l’eau !
Le spectacle vient de commencer.9 

casquettes bougent 
au rythme du hip-hop.

SELLING POINTS:

•  A gallery of animals that will please 
children and parents. 

•  Children will learn how to count in a fun 
and playful way.

•  A way to discover the theater, just in time 
for their reopening!

PICTURE BOOKS: 3+
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THE SHOWTIME  
COUNT-DOWN 
SARA GAVIOLI
AUGUST 2021 
220 X 300 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €12.90

RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN 

Watch out! The animals’ show is about to begin… It will be astonishing… 
And at the end we will even be able to count until 1000! 

Come on, take a seat, the show is about to begin.

1 ticker seller is waiting for you, there are only 2 seats left, you are lucky! 
The 3 doors of the dressing room are closed, behind, 4 make up artists and 
costume designers are making the last modifications. Watch out! 5 spotlights 
are turning on, the host is announcing the 6 acts of the night. The 7 rows are 
filled, there are only 8 minutes left until the show starts…

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

Pour les derniers 
numéros, 100 

paillettes 
virevoltent 
dans l’air.

Tous les artistes 
dansent ensemble 

et dans l’excitation, 5 
lacets  
se défont.



PICTURE BOOKS: 3+
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GRAIN OF GRIEF
MARTINE PERRIN
OCTOBER 2021 
150 X 300 MM – 46 PAGES – WITH DIE-CUTS AND FLAPS – €12.50

A picture book with an original format to win over grief without much 
effort and cast it away.

In this picture book with beautiful cuttings in the shape of tears, Martine 
Perrin speaks with poetry about grief, an emotion well known to children.

What is grief? 

This tear on your cheek is wet like a raindrop, gentle like a flower petal,  
fragile like a butterfly wing, bitter like an apple seed… 

The author-illustrator thus offers us a new way to approach the subject of 
grief, revealing its different sides, helping the child to master this emotion, 
accept it, get to know it, so as to better cast it away. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  A book with die-cuts and big flaps for the 
pleasure of children’s eyes and little hands.

•  An original and poetic way of speaking 
about grief, this emotion well known to 
children.

•  Martine Perrin, a successful author-
illustrator: more than 20,000 board books 
sold in 3 languages.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

DIE 
CUT

FLAPS
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PICTURE BOOKS: 3+

A BIRTHDAY TREASURE
KAREN HOTTOIS, ILL. BY CHLOÉ MALARD
SEPTEMBER 2021 
160 X 200 MM – 32 PAGES – HARDBACK – €10.90

A charming and cheerful book just like a birthday gift ! 

Today is Elmo’s birthday but he doesn’t like to be the center of attention. 
Everybody probably forgot anyway. He decides to go for a walk by himself to 
enjoy the nice weather. On his path, he’ll find a thousand small gifts left by 
nature: a lovely rock, a colourful sunset, a dreamy water scene... At the end 
of the day, Elmo is a bit sad that he didn’t get to share those pretty moments. 
Luckily his stuffed cats remember it all and are preparing a surprise for when 
night comes ! 

As children often do, Elmo, who is sensitive and reserved, is able to add magic 
and poetry to the world surrounding him. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  Elmo’s previous adventure: Un thé à l'eau   
de parapluie sold more than 4000 copies  
in 5 months and was a huge success among 
instagrammers in France.

• A timeless theme and a perfect gift.

•  Chloé Malard illustrations (reminiscent   
of Beatrix Potter’s style) are warmhearted, 
tender and gracious. 

IN THE SAME SERIES:



PICTURE BOOKS: 6+
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IRIS’ MUSEUM
CHRISTINE SCHNEIDER, ILL. BY HERVÉ PINEL 
SEPTEMBER 2021 
220 X 285 MM – 56 PAGES – HARDBACK – €15 

Iris and Greatgreygiant are visiting an imaginary museum. Follow 
them on their amazing adventure !

On a rainy day, Iris is bored at home. To keep her entertained, her elephant 
friend Greatgreygiant decides to take her to the museum. Let’s go on a visit 
unlike any other, where paintings come alive!  Water is dripping from The 
Raft of the Medusa, an apple falls from Arcimboldo’s portrait, the swinging 
lady loses her shoe and even the famous Mona Lisa is sticking her tongue out !

With these two the museum becomes an extraordinary place filled with 
surprises and every new twist is the occasion to learn something new about 
a masterpiece!

SELLING POINTS:

•  A reliable character and her mascot offer   
a unique and dynamic way to discover art. 

•  11 masterpieces playfully explained.

•  The Pinel-Schneider duo is well known   
and liked.

•  A pas de loup (2018) sold 14,500 copies 
worldwide and won 2 award. 

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:



PICTURE BOOKS: 3+
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THE SEVEN CATMURAIS
JEAN-LUC FROMENTAL, ILL. BY CHRISTIAN ROUX
SEPTEMBRE 2021 
240 X 310 MM – 56 PAGES – HARDBACK – €14.90

A funny and rhythmic tale, that teaches us why the Japanese cats like 
to drink milk! 

In this windmill, mice and miller live together peacefully. Until one day, 
there is one mouse too chatty, and this is the end of paradise. The black cats 
arrive and chase away the mice. To get rid of this vermin, the miller hire 
seven catmurais, specialist of the martial arts, like true ninjas.  As a reward, 
the miller offers to each of them a milking cow. The occasion for the cats 
to discover with pleasure the white miruku, a drink until then unknown to 
them: milk!

SELLING POINTS:

•  The come back of Jean-Luc Fromental  
at Seuil Jeunesse!

•  Magnificent illustrations by Christian Roux, 
illustrator of Petit Chaperon Rouge (10,000 
copies sold) and Histoires à piocher (2020). 

•  A tale following the oral tradition,  
delightful for the little ears. 

BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR:
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PUISETTE AND FRAGILE
ESTELLE OLIVIER, LAURE POUDEVIGNE, ILL. BY SAMUEL  
RIBEYRON
SEPTEMBER 2021 
180 X 255 MM – 88 PAGES – HARDBACK – €15.90

RIGHTS SOLD: KOREAN

A comic-book like album to remind the reader how important it is to 
reach out to others. 

Puisette lives alone with her penguin on her island. She is the one who does 
and undoes the sea. She has a lot to do and takes her job very much to heart. 
Every morning, she hangs the clouds in the sky, arranges the waves, inflates 
the fishes... But one morning, a large parcel that she hasn’t ordered arrives on 
the shore. Yes, sometimes life is made of surprises, whether Puisette likes it 
or not... In this parcel, there is another little girl. A little girl who looks like 
Puisette but is not Puisette, a little girl who does not speak and who is going 
to shake up her habits. Puisette will quickly learn that life is prettier and more 
fun when you’re two.

SELLING POINTS:

•  A book written from a successful live  
show that was performed all over France.

•  A comic-book like album punctuated  
by the delightful orality of its dialogues.

•  Strong, universal and open themes:  
the encounter with the others, whoever  
they are, our immense need of them,  
of their presence that warms, that jostles.

PICTURE BOOKS: 6+
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SO FAR FROM CHRISTMAS
GILLES BAUM, ILL. BY THIERRY DEDIEU
OCTOBER 2021 
260 X 360 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €16.90

Thousands of miles away, in the tropics, Nasique, Pelican, Crab and 
Turtle are dreaming (like every year) of finally seeing Santa coming 
down from the sky. Will their wish be granted this time ? 

On a tiny pacific island, four friends are getting busy as Christmas approaches. 
Every year Nasique, Pelican, Crab and Turtle hope that Santa will find his way 
to them. But he never does. How sad to be perpetually forgotten and never 
receive any gift. 

Nasique can’t believe his eyes when he spots a raft on the water : could it be 
Santa at long last ? 

A beautiful book by Gilles Baum and Thierry Dedieu to get the whole family 
into the festive season spirit. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  The perfect Christmas gift.

•  Success of other Christmas books by Thierry 
Dedieu: À la recherche du Père Noël (30,000 
copies sold in 6 languages), Les bonshommes 
de neige sont éternels (32,000 copies sold in 7 
languages), Un Noël pour le loup and Noël au 
Printemps.

BY TE SAME AUTHOR-ILLUSTRATOR:

PICTURE BOOKS: 3+
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THE FEARLESS AND  
ARMOURLESS KNIGHT
ANDRÉ BOUCHARD
OCTOBER 2021 
240 X 335 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €14.90

Have you ever encountered a knight with no legs, wearing only briefs? 
No?! Then this book will take you on an unexpected and wonderful 
adventure.

The knight of this tale doesn’t scare easily: ogre and dark forest won’t make 
him shiver. He’s ready to go to great length to succeed in his quest: he cuts 
his own legs to go faster on his horse and he doesn’t mind fighting in his 
underpants. The one and only person he’s afraid of is the Dark Prince.

An album about knights not like the others, where the absurd and irony 
compete to make little readers and their elders readers laugh out loud!

SELLING POINTS:

•  The knight is a character beloved  
by children. 

•  By the same author, Les lions ne mangent 
pas de croquettes (2012) sold more than 
48,000 copies in 7 languages.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

PICTURE BOOKS: 6+
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WHY RABBITS DON'T  
CELEBRATE THEIR BIRTHDAY
ANTONIN LOUCHARD
OCTOBER 2021 
240 X 320 MM – 64 PAGES – HARBACK – €14.50

Zou is back, fitter than ever! And he is ready to give us great lessons in 
life and heroism...

In this picture book, we follow the second part of  Zou’s adventures, the little 
white rabbit, after Why rabbits do not wear knickers.

When crossing the river to find childhood friends, Zou almost drowns there. 
Carried away by the current, he owes his salvation only to the beaver river 
brigade that came to its rescue. Once he has recovered, Zou discovers a 
secret rabbit society which lives confined and thinks the rest of the world is 
dangerous. When he enters this society, he is put into quarantine but manages 
to escape. The life expectancy of rabbits in the wild is only about a year or two 
and they never have the time or the opportunity to celebrate their birthday… 
But Zou prefers to live free less time than forever under lockdown!

SELLING POINTS:

•  The continuation of Why rabbits do not wear 
knickers (2016), which sold 12,000 copies 
worldwide.

•   A large format album with a delightful text.

IN THE SAME SERIES:

PICTURE BOOKS: 6+
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A FOREST IN A GLASS  
OF WATER
ISABELLE RICQ
NOVEMBER 2021 
230 X 27 MM – 56 PAGES – HARDBACK – €14.90

A picture book just like a walk in the woods ! 

A little girl writes to her grandma that recently passed away to tell her about 
the peculiar experience she just had. November is upon us and it’s way too 
warm for this time of year. One night while staring at the roots of a little plant 
she’s growing within a glass of water, the little girl falls through and ends up 
in the middle of a forest with a new neighbor the boy-who-thought-he-was-
a-wolf. She figures out rather quickly that the boy has no intention of going 
home. He’s mesmerized by the beauty of the forest (long gone in real life) and 
the twinkling of the stars at night. There’s also Winter. Winter has vanished 
and the little boy is determined to find it and bring it back. Whimpering 
at first, the little girl decides to join him on his quest. Together they will 
convince the so far disappointed in mankind Winter to come back by sharing 
fond memories of snowball figts and sled rides. 

Using photography, Isabelle Ricq is able to create small wonders that emphasize 
the grace of the forest and allow dynamic adventures in the spirit of Alice 
in Wonderland to happen. It’s also a mean to communicate on more serious 
ecological topics such as global warming, deforestation and light pollution.  

SELLING POINTS:

•   The power of Isabelle Ricq’s photographs, 
that emphasize the beauty of a nature we 
don’t get to experience on a daily-basis.

 
•   An engaged book that talks about global 

warming, deforestation and light pollution.

•   The first children’s book of a committed 
photographer that worked for the press 
and released the beautiful Letter to 
Bruno Manser in 2019 focusing on the 
disappearance  of swiss activist Bruno 
Manser in the Borneo island. 

PICTURE BOOKS: 6+
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TEX THE TERROR
PAUL MARTIN, ILL. BY ANTONIN LOUCHARD
JANUARY 2022 
210 X 270 MM – 40 PAGES – HARDBACK – €13.90

Newly arrived from America, a dreadful creature is terrorizing the 
animals of the forest. Nobody has ever seen it, but it’s a known fact that 
you shouldn’t get too close... 

After Pas de cadeau pour les bêtes, the animals of the forest are back. They will 
investigate the dreadful creature from America that everyone in the forest 
seems so scared of. Is it an Alaskan timber wolf ? A Californian grizzly bear ? 
A Mexican jaguar ? An American buffalo? 

The fox, bear, snake, owl and all their companions will put themselves in great 
danger to find out. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  Pas de cadeaux pour les bêtes, sold  
more than 10,000 copies in 2 languages.

•  Antonin Louchard, a reference in  
the world of children’s illustration.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

Antonin Louchard

Paul Martin

Fraîchement débarqué des Amériques,
une créature monstrueuse

terrorise les animaux de la forêt.

TeX
la terreur

En attendant d'en savoir plus, les prudents se faisaient encore plus prudents :
- On est très bien au fond de notre terrier, disaient les lapins.

- Pas besoin
de descendre… 

avec Tex la Terreur qui rôde,
ajoutaient les écureuils.

--  TTuu  nnee  ddiirraaiiss  ppaass  ççaa  ssii  ttuu  ttoommbbaaiiss  nneezz  àà  nneezz  aavveecc  lluuii,,
aa  rréépplliiqquuéé  ll''oouurrss,,  ttoouujjoouurrss  iinnqquuiieett..

PPeerrssoonnnnee  nnee  ssaavvaaiitt  qquuii  iill  ééttaaiitt,,  mmaaiiss  oonn  lluuii  aa  vviittee  ttrroouuvvéé  uunn  ssuurrnnoomm  ::
--  UUnn  aamméérriiccaaiinn  ??  rriiccaannaa  llee  rreennaarrdd..  IIll  nnee  mmee  ffaaiitt  ppaass  ppeeuurr,,  vvoottrree    ““TTeexx  llaa  TTeerrrreeuurr””  !!

Working cover

Working spread

PICTURE BOOKS: 6+



Dès lors, Jean a rendu son manteau
A la demoiselle qui a tourné en oiseau.
Il s’est accroché à ses ailes
Et tous deux ont filé à travers les airs.
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THE DEVIL’S DAUGHTER
JEAN-JACQUES FDIDA, JULIEN MARTINIÈRE
OCTOBER 2022 
235 X 300 MM – 56 PAGES – HARDBACK – €16

A thrilling tale, worthy of the best science-fiction novel. Addictive!

While fishing in a river, a young man notices the three daughters of the Devil 
bathing. He falls deeply in love with one of them, so deeply that he will follow 
her into the depth of Hell in order to meet his not so friendly father-in-law and 
ask for her hand in marriage. 

The Devil’s daughter is the tale of tales, one of the oldest tale there is. Few tales 
can gather so many mythological topics: bird-woman, enchantment, high-
speed chase, metamorphosis, talking objects or animals...

A young man falls for a girl who fell from the sky, at the very moment she touched 
the ground and let go of her feather coat. He steals the coat to follow her into Hell. 
From there, he will have to face a series of epic, crazy  Herculean tasks that she 
will secretly help him with until the one where he would have had to cook her 
alive. Then starts a hectic escape where the couple has to run from the Devil and 
the She-Devil. They will barely make it. 

The heroine is a strong, inspirational female and the story  invites us to reflect 
on what matters in life: dreams, desires, the fear of failing and the absolute 
necessity of never giving up.

SELLING POINTS:

•  An epic tale, full of twists and turns, 
sharp-tongued and combining mystical 
and modern topics. 

•  A story that puts the spotlight on a brave 
and inspirational female that takes control 
of the situation. 

•  Jean-Jacques Fdida,  renowned author of 
the very successful series Contes des sages 
at Éditions du Seuil.

PICTURE BOOKS: 6+

Le Diable a mené Jean à travers son domaine.
— Vois le grand bois d’épineux là-bas, sur la colline. 
Avant la nuit tombée, je veux que tu me tombes ce bois, 
en nivelles la terre, y fasses fleurir un grand champ de 
blé et m’en portes bon pain à dîner.
Et, sur ces mots, le Diable a planté Jean là,
Lui laissant pour seuls outils
Une hache en verre et une scie en carton.
Au premier coup, l’une s’est brisée, l’autre déchirée.
Jean en perdait réellement espoir
Quand la fille du Diable est arrivée.
— Ne te mets pas en peine... Vois comme je vais tout 
débrouiller.
Puis, elle a ramassé une branchette
Et a prononcé une formulette.

Que le bois de papa tombe en tas !
Qu’il soit coupé, émondé, débité,
Rangé en stères, en fagots et cordées !
Que la terre soit défrichée, labourée !
Le blé ensemencé, moissonné !
Qu’il soit battu, rebattu, vanné, tamisé !
Qu’il en sorte le grain le plus fin !
Et qu’il en vienne le meilleur des pains !

Incroyablement,
Tout ce que disait la jeune fille s’accomplissait !
Et quand, à la table du soir,
Jean a porté son pain fabuleux,
Le Diable en a eu l’estomac retourné.
— Qui t’a appris à faire ça ?
— Un petit secret à moi !

Working cover

Working spread
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HA!
CLOTILDE PERRIN
OCTOBER 2021
285 X 400 MM – 24 PAGES – HARDBACK – €23.90

The new picture book by Clotilde Perrin: more than 40 flaps for  
a monstrously funny and original hide-and-seek! 

“Ha!, a hairy and fat monster that smells horrible! Quick, hide away in this 
house where three little pigs live!” 

Chased by monsters, each uglier and stinkier than the last, a child  
finds shelter in some of the most famous fairy tale houses (the brick house  
of The Three Little Pigs, the palace of Sleeping Beauty, or the gingerbread house 
of Hansel & Gretel). 

Full of hideouts of all kinds, these houses will be fascinating exploration 
grounds, with their flaps, big and small, to lift and find where the child  
is hiding. And when the child finally stands up to the monsters, it may  
very well be them who flee, because the child has read tales and stories,  
has encountered very bad creatures deep in the woods, and now he doesn't 
scare so easily! 

With this devilish hide-and-seek game that will make children and adults 
shiver and laugh, Clotilde Perrin offers us a new picture book in a large format 
that could easily become a classic.

SELLING POINTS:

•  More than 40 flaps to lift, and as many 
surprises to discover! 

•  A devilish hide-and-seek game in the 
universe of fairy tales illustrated by the 
mischievous and talented Clotilde Perrin.

•  The success of previous titles by Clotilde 
Perrin (more than 136,000 copies of 
the trilogy sold around the world, in 7 
languages). 

NOVELTY: 3+

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:
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SAVAGE?
ALEXANDRE GALAND, ILL. BY DELPHINE JACQUOT
NOVEMBER 2021 
265 X 380 MM – 64 PAGES – HARDBACK WITH DIE-CUT ON COVER 
€20.90

A fascinating documentary book to reflect on our relationship to others 
and the unknown. 

The word ‘Savage’ comes from the Latin ‘Silvaticus’ (of the woods) and has 
been used for centuries to describe something or someone that doesn’t appear 
to be ‘civilized’.

For the longest time, the western world took advantage of this narrative 
to build and define itself in opposition to this idea of chaos, danger and 
unpredictability. But nothing is ever really ‘savage’. It’s a label we put on 
things. To this day it remains a problematic word used either to magnify or to 
demolish. Worse: it may still be said about people as an attempt to dehumanize 
them. Recently, in the light of global warming, something savage is something 
that’s resisting, rare and has to be protected at all cost. 

Extremely well documented, beautifully illustrated by Delphine Jacquot and 
full of knowledge about art, science and legends, this book is an invitation to 
travel through time and space, to dream but also to question our views and 
opinions. It aims at making us grow and evolve. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  A documentary book that teaches a lot  
and helps us question the world around us. 

•  The previous book by the same authors 
Monstres & Merveilles (2018) sold 18,500 
copies worldwide in 4 languages. 

•  Delphine Jacquot wonderful illustrations.  

BY THE SAME AUTHORS:

NOVELTY & REFERENCE: 9+

L
E MOT « SAUVAGE » désigne depuis des siècles des lieux en marge de 
la « civilisation », prétendument peuplés par des êtres parfois eux-mêmes 
qualifiés de « sauvages », êtres légendaires ou bien réels. L’Occident a longtemps 
eu besoin de ces figures comme repoussoirs, pour se construire et se définir en 
opposition à ce qui serait chaotique, dangereux, imprévisible, incontrôlable.
Pourtant, le « sauvage » n’existe pas en soi. Il est toujours lié à un regard. 
Un regard qui n’a cessé d’évoluer. 

Entre légendes, arts et sciences,  
partez en voyage à travers le monde et à travers les siècles,  

perdez-vous au cœur de grandes images foisonnantes de détails, 
ouvrez grand les yeux et écoutez les voix du « sauvage ».

20.90 €
isbn : 979-10-235-1479-7
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BRUME CHERCHE UN ENDROIT pour s’allonger.  
Un arbre parasol lui fait de l’œil.
C’est décidé, elle mettra ses pieds au chaud et sa tête  
à l’ombre. Elle prend un morceau de chocolat, 

ferme les yeux et le laisse lentement fondre sur sa langue.
Elle revoit sous ses paupières les bouts de chemin  
qui ont fait sa balade. Elle se laisse prendre par les odeurs, 
par le calme…

11
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HIKING IN THE MOUNTAIN
CLÉMENTINE SOURDAIS
NOVEMBER 2021 
200 X 220 MM – 18 PAGES – HARDBACK– €16.90

RIGHTS SOLD: ITALIAN

A beautiful work, in between a picture book, a novelty book and a refe-
rence book, that takes the reader for a hike at the top of the mountain!  

Clementine Sourdais invites us to discover the mountain in  a very original 
way. We follow a girl that is walking in the mountain, and as she’s going up,  
we discover by her side the fauna and flora of the different biotopes, thanks  
to wonderful illustrations and flaps to lift.

In the middle, as we reach the top, a pop-up opens, to show the mountain  
in volume and how far we have come. 

Finally, a documentary part explains in details the wildlife we have 
encountered through our journey. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  The ideal gift for every nature lover. 

•  A novelty book with flaps and a pop-up.

•  A very researched reference book about  
the mountain.

NOVELTY & REFERENCE: 6+

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:

POP 
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MY FABULOUS  
TREASURE MAP
GUILLAUME GUÉRAUD, ILL. BY RENAUD PERRIN
MAY 2021 
175 X 250 MM – 24 PAGES – HARDBACK WITH A SOFTCOVER GUIDE,  
A MAP AND A MIRROR – €13.90

Embark on a wonderful journey in search of a lost treasure!

At the crossroads between the “book where you are the hero" and 
"seek-and-find", this original book invites the readers to take part in 
a great journey! Thanks to a mysterious map, some pages of a guide 
book, the help of great adventurers and a magic mirror to decrypt hid-
den messages, the reader will be able to find a fabulous treasure!  
Games of all kinds, a richly illustrated map by Renaud Perrin, thrilling  
adventure stories written by a renowned author, Guillaume Guéraud: here is 
an extraordinary book-object to put in everyone's hands!

SELLING POINTS:

•  A book to handle: a guide, a map and  
a mirror to discover clues.

•  A fun adventure that stimulates children's 
curiosity and imagination.

•  A duo of recognized author and illustrator.

NOVELTY: 6+

BY THE SAME ILLUSTRATOR:

GAME 
BOOK



La dernière glace de l’été a un goût unique.
Au loin, la mer, les mouettes et le phare ressemblent 
à une carte postale.
« En route ! » me disent mes parents.     

47

A ROUND-TRIP  
TO THE SEA!
AGATHE DEMOIS
AUGUST 2022
HARDBACK WITH FLAPS – 48 PAGES – €14.90

Who hasn’t dreamed, while on the way back from vacation, to just turn 
around and return to the seaside? This book will allow its reader to do 
precisely that!  

Vacation is almost over, the whole family hits the road to go home. Through 
the windows, they watch as different sceneries go by. Once back in town, the 
child can still smell the sea spray and he starts daydreaming. Was that a whale 
in the town’s fountain? 

The reader gets into the child’s head and discovers his dreamworld. We are 
leaving the city and going back to the seaside. This imaginary reverse journey 
will be filled with fantastic creatures and extraordinary events. 

SELLING POINTS:

•  A unique and playful book with double-
pages spread that can be folded.

•  A journey between dream and reality.

•  Detailed and joyful illustrations.

NOVELTY: 6+

Au abords de la ville, quel trafic !
Les voitures avancent comme des escargots.

C’est la fin des vacances, le moment de la dernière baignade.
Les vagues me transportent au loin, la mer s’étend à l’infini.
Mais aujourd’hui il est temps de tourner la page.

Working illustration

Working spread

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:
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MY BEAUTIFUL PINE TREE
PAULINE KALIOUJNY
OCTOBER 2022
235 X 320 MM – HARDBACK WITH DIE-CUTS AND FLAPS

An ode to nature in a gifty format!  

My Beautiful Pine Tree is an ecologically committed book: the author evokes 
and pays homage to a Russian tradition which forbids us from cutting trees for 
Christmas, but encourages us to go decorate them in the forest and celebrate 
nature.

A gifty advent calendar book with die-cuts on the cover and inside, gold hot 
stamping, and 24 flaps to lift on the last spread. A beautiful object to put in 
the bedroom and to explore while waiting for Christmas.

SELLING POINTS:

•  A work of graphic variation in engraving 
around the figure of the pine tree. 

•  A well crafted book, a beautiful object,  
to read with the whole family. 

  

NOVELTY: 3+
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